
Bow- and Heck thrusters

SAVE  MANOUVERING



Getting your ship where you want it. Manouvering 

within busy harbours and sluices. With hard side- 

winds and high waves or in calm weather. A reliable 

Cupa bow screw forms that essential part.

It gives the ship’s skipper that feeling of complete 

safety. Full control over your ship through a simple 

spring-switch on the steering column.

Save manouvering

You have to be able to depend on your ship’s bow-

screw installation. That’s why CUPA bow-screws 

have specially developed engines. Not converted 

starter-engines which overheat.

CUPA bow screws are of rigid maintenance-free 

construction without a breakingpen. They have a 

low speed of revolutions, no gearing-system and 

therefore a low noise production. In concise terms, 

a CUPA bow-screw is a sound and solid source of 

energy on which you can depend.

CUPA bow-screws

Stepless speed control
The thrust of the bow thruster is fully varable from 

zero to max speed. This enables you to moor and 

dock your ship exactly where you want to position it.



CP 40

Specially developed for ships with a length to  

10 m. The battery voltage is 12 Volt. This model 

can be used in almost any ship.

CP 50

With it’s thrust capacity of at least 50 kg, the CP 

50 can be installed in sheps to 14 m long. 

If the CP 50 is to be used in a 12 Volt installati-

on, a series-parallel connection can be deliver-

ed.

CP 90

For ships to 18 m CUPA developed a riged and 

reliable bow screw with a thrust of 90 kg. Even 

when installing a CP 90, there is no extra loss of 

space in the bow of the ship.

Installing the bow-screw can be done quickly 

ans simple, without loss of space in the bow of

your ship. The bow-screw is installed within a 

steel or polyester tube-casing and fitting into 
the hull of the ship. The bronze screw is fixed 
to the propelling-motor within the tube-casing. 

You fit protective grating to the front of the holes 
in the hull to prevent the penetration of floating 
wood and other foreign matter. Then it’s only 

a matter of fitting the control panel and wiring. 
You can read all you want to know in your own 

time in the detailed instruction-manual provided 

by CUPA. A CUPA bow-screw is an asset you 

won’t regret.

The right size

Installing

200 mm



Type CP40 CP50 CP90

Battery voltage 12 V 24 V 24V

Motor power 2,3 Kw 3,7 Kw 7 Kw

Speed (minute) 1300 Rpm 1600 Rpm 1800 Rpm

Battery capacity 160 Ah 160 Ah 200 Ah

Tube diameter and wall thickness 273 x 6,3 mm 273 x 6,3 mm 324 x 6,4 mm

Length of motorbody including propellor 395 mm 395 mm 430 mm

Diameter bronze propellor 10” 10” 12”

Max. ships length 10 M 14 M 18 M

Thrust (minimum) 40 Kgf 50 Kgf 90 Kgf

• Space efficient because motor is fitted inside tube.
• No chain or other mechanical transmission, hence quiet and efficient.
• Motor body is being cooled by ambient water (means higher duty cycle).
• Maintance free and foolproof.
• Thermal overload protection.
• Simple and easy to install.
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Why choose a CUPA bow-or heck truster?

Optional: proportional electronic speed control.


